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bility of the Ascension, and of other ancient wonders, and even of the
modern miraculous cures at Lourdes, etc. In some such manner Dr.
Verweyen tries to make his philosophy of possibility subservient to the
interests of Catholicism. And those who are especially interested in the
apologetics of Christianity, or indeed of any other positive religion, may
find Dr. Verweyen's book both interesting and suggestive.

1 A. WOLF.

MAX S 3HELEE : Zur Phdnomtnoloyie und TTieone der Sympathiegefilhle,
und von Liebe und Hats; mit it»wm Anhang ilber den Grund zur
Annahme der Existenz du fremden leh. Halle a. S., 1913. Pp.
164.

This acute and suggestive little book begins by distinguishing sympathy
from experiences often confused with it. I miy feelingly understand a
friend's grief (naohfuhlen); I may share it, if we have a common trouble ;
I may be infected by it; finally I may be sorry for it—feel for my
friend's unhappiness as such. Only this last is sympathy proper. It
involves no identification of myself with the friend; the sympathy is
directed on him, as on a person distinct from me. Sympathy presup-
poses love, which therefore cannot be derived from it. Naturalistic
explanations are also inadequate for both.

Love and hate are acts, directed on values. Love is described as the
movement in which a valuable object reaches the highest value possible
for it; hate as the opposite movement, in which the least possible value
is reached. Loving a person is not the same as objectifying his qualities
and loving them. His personality, which is not put together out of
qualities, comes into existenoe for us only in our act of love, and is not
an object for us then; we have it in so far as we complete bos acts and
experiences along with him, in 'nachleben' and in ' Gefolgschaft'.

The second part of the book, and also the last part of the appendix on
the apprehension of other selves, I found interesting but difficult. I
hope that in future work the author wdl carry on and amplify the con-
ceptions involved.

RELEH WODEHOUSB.

Ernst Plainer und die Kunttphilosophie del 18 Jahrhunderts, nach
uiigedruckten Quellen dargtstellt. Von EBJKT BEROMANN Privat
dnzent an die Universitat Leipzig. Im Anhang ; Platners Brief-
wechsel mit dem Herzog von Augustenburg uber die KantUche
Philosophic u. a, Leipzig: Verlag von Felix Meiner, 1913. Pp. v,
349. l5 M.

This book is a pendant to the author's recent work on German ^Esthetic
in relation to Baumgarten It brings together a great deal of information
about the condition of thought in Germany nt the moment of Kant's
emergence ; and perhaps its greatest interest IH the aid it gives in
measuring the greatness of Kant's work. Much of the information, as
the title tolls us, is drawn from manuscript sources, especially from a
volume of student's notes of Plataer's lectures on ^Esthetic , from a
summons to Platner to account before an ecclesiastical authority for
oertain opinions " opposed to the Christian religion and to the maintenance
of good order " in his Aphorisms (177*1), in which Vaihinger has found
anticipations of the point of view of the Alt ob ; and from letters, pre-
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